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Executive Summary
Title II advocates have long argued that the Title II-style approach to broadband policy adopted
by the European Union (EU) in 2002 is superior to the deregulatory approach the United States
(US) adopted that same year. “If only our broadband markets could be like Europe’s,”1 they yearn.
They may get their wish next month, when many expect the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) to adopt Title II regulations like those applicable in the EU.
That would be a mistake. Comprehensive data covering 2011 and 2012 reveal that the deregulatory approach has produced significantly more capital investment, competition, and broadband
coverage in the US. Even the European Commission (EC) has acknowledged its Title II-style regulatory approach is the reason European broadband networks have fallen behind those in the US.

More Capital Invested in the US
The data show that fixed (e.g., wireline) operators in the US are investing four times more capital
in their networks as their counterparts in the EU and that US mobile operators are investing up to
two times more.
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These enormous disparities in total capital investment cannot be explained by diﬀerences in revenue. EU network operators have generally produced more revenue than their counterparts in the
US while investing less in their networks. As a result, the relative magnitudes of investment disparities between US and EU operators are essentially the same when capital investment is measured as a percentage of industry revenue.
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US Has More Competition and Next Generation Broadband Coverage
Higher levels of capital investment in the US correlate with higher levels of competition and next
generation broadband coverage.
Fixed
Wholesale access regulations are integral to the EU’s Title II-style regulatory approach. These regulations are intended to promote telephone competition by lowering economic barriers to entry.
Regulatory proponents have long theorized that this government subsidized approach to compet-
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itive entry would result in greater competition than the deregulatory approach implemented in
the US.
Reality, however, has produced diﬀerent empirical results. In 2012, competitors held a larger share
of the local telephone market (59%) in the US than incumbents (41%), and 92% of US households
are in zip codes with access to ten or more non-incumbent telephone service providers. In contrast, EU incumbents retained a presumptively dominant 65% share of the local telephone market
with competitors holding only 35%.
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Facilities-based broadband competition is also greater in the US than in the EU. The vast majority
of US households have access to multiple facilities-based fixed broadband operators. The data
show that, in 2012, 76% of US households were located in census tracts with access to three or
more providers of fixed broadband access oﬀering download throughput of at least 3 Mbps. A
majority of households in the EU lack access to any facilities-based broadband alternative to the
incumbent network operator, because competitive cable, fiber to the home, and fixed wireless
networks operators in the EU have deployed significantly less infrastructure and provide less
broadband coverage than their counterparts in the US.
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Fixed Broadband Coverage by Technology Type
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The US also has significantly greater access to fixed next generation broadband networks — i.e.,
networks that oﬀer downloads speeding exceeding 30 Mbps (EU) to 50 Mbps (US).
Next Generation Broadand Coverage
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Based on its own analysis of these data, the EU government concluded that “investments in high
speed broadband are taking place more quickly in parts of Asia and in the United States.”2
Mobile
The data also reveal similar disparities in competition and coverage between US and EU mobile
networks.
The EU averages fewer than four facilities-based mobile operators per market (typically 3-4)
while the US has five or more facilities-based mobile operators in most markets.
US mobile operators have been much more aggressive in upgrading their networks to the LTE
(long term evolution) standard, a fourth generation (4G) technology that enables next generation
mobile networks to provide voice, video, and high speed data services. As late as 2012, nearly half
of EU states (twelve) had no LTE coverage, and only 30% of EU mobile operators had begun deploying LTE. During that time, half of the nationwide mobile operators and three of the four multi-regional mobile operators in the US (63% overall) had begun deploying LTE.
LTE coverage in the US was also more than double that in the EU, with LTE covering at least 79%
of the US (population) compared to only 30% of the EU (households).
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The gap was smaller, however, for older third generation (3G) network coverage, with the EU at
96% and the US at 99.5%.

Title II-Style Regulation Is the Reason the EU Fell Behind in Broadband
The lower levels of capital investment, competition, and broadband coverage in the EU are directly attributable to its Title II-style regulatory approach. In 2013, the EC acknowledged that its regulatory policies are the reason that investments in high speed broadband are taking place more
quickly in the US and noted that Europe must adopt investment-friendly broadband policies in
order to maintain its global competitiveness. To encourage greater investment in next generation
broadband networks, the EC recommended that national regulatory authorities stop imposing
regulated wholesale access prices on next generation networks. It concluded, “If wholesale access
price obligations were imposed on the access to fibre networks the scope for reaching these winwin [private investment] solutions would be severely reduced”3 — the same conclusion the US
reached back in 2002, when it exempted cable broadband services from Title II regulation.
A comparison of EU states illustrates the point. The EU notes that facilities based competition is
strongest where new entrants’ presence in the wholesale access market for DSL is marginal. In
Bulgaria, Romania, Latvia, Malta, Estonia and Lithuania, there is virtually no competition in the
DSL market, but there is strong facilities-based competition. However, in states that have embraced aggressive wholesale access regulations — e.g., France and the UK — new entrants have
the majority of DSL subscriptions and there is virtually no facilities-based competition. The vast
majority of new entrants’ DSL subscriptions are provided by companies who have chosen to lease
incumbent telephone facilities at regulated rates rather than build their own network infrastructure.
For example, 92% of French broadband subscribers have basic DSL (the French government is the
largest shareholder in the incumbent DSL network) while 52% of Lithuanian broadband subscribers enjoy high-speed fiber to the home connections.
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Fixed Broadband Subscriptions by Technology in Select EU States
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It is particularly ironic that, shortly after the EC recommended relaxing its Title II-style approach
to broadband regulation in order to be more like the US, the FCC began considering whether to
impose Title II regulations in the US like those that failed the EU.
The FCC should continue the successful US approach to broadband regulation first adopted in
2002, not reverse course. The EU experience has demonstrated that Title II regulation is an anathema to investment in next generation broadband networks — and that the US had it right all
along.
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Introduction

tition, and broadband coverage than the Title

Advocates for regulating broadband Internet

II-style approach adopted by the EU.

access under Title II have relied heavily on the

The data indicate that the significantly lower

emotional pull of a mythical narrative to gen-

levels of capital investment, competition, and

erate enthusiasm for public utility regulation.4

broadband coverage in the EU are attributable

In this broadband myth, the Federal Commu-

to its Title II regulatory approach. Last year,

nications Commission (FCC) fell from grace

the EU government itself acknowledged that

in 2002, when it exempted broadband services

investments in high speed broadband are tak-

from common carrier regulation under Title
II.5

ing place more quickly in the US and con-

The myth makers say we can return to our

cluded that EU regulatory policy was to

broadband Shangri-La only if the US applies

blame.7 The EU determined that Europe must

Title II to broadband.6

adopt investment-friendly broadband policies

It is an appealing, but false, narrative. Its falsi-

in order to maintain its global competitive-

ty is demonstrated by empirical evidence

ness.

comparing the development of broadband in

Ironically, the US is poised to go in the oppo-

the US with the EU. This comparison is par-

site direction. The FCC is expected to impose

ticularly enlightening, because the EU em-

Title II regulation on broadband providers

barked on applying Title II-style common car-

when it votes on net neutrality rules in Feb-

rier regulation to broadband services the very

ruary.8

same year the US began deregulating them.
This paper concludes that the US should
The most recent comprehensive data pro-

maintaining its current, deregulatory ap-

duced by the EU and US governments reveals

proach to broadband. The European experi-

the truth: The deregulatory approach to

ence with Title II-style regulation demon-

broadband adopted by the US has produced

strates that imposing common carrier obliga-

significantly more capital investment, compe-

tions on broadband would slow investment in
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next generation networks, harm competition,

carte basis) and (2) resale of communica-

and limit coverage.

tions services (in which an incumbent
carrier must sell its complete service to

This paper presents a more detailed analysis in

competitors who can then repackage it

three primary parts: (1) The first part provides

under their own brand and oﬀer it to con-

an overview of Title II-style common carrier

sumers).

regulation and the primary diﬀerences between the US and EU approaches to broad-

3. Interconnection services related to the

band regulation; (2) part two analyzes data

interconnection of networks and exchange

regarding demographics, capital investment,

of traﬃc between carriers. This category

competition, and broadband coverage in the

includes (1) payments between carriers for

US and EU during the years 2011 to 2012; and

the origination or termination of traﬃc

(3) part three discusses the relationship be-

(intercarrier compensation); and (2) col-

tween the data and the diﬀerent regulatory

location (in which an incumbent carrier is

approaches in the US and EU.

required to permit competitors to place
their equipment on the incumbent’s prop-

Common Carrier Regulation

erty).

Common carrier regulations (known as Title
II in the US) are typically applied to one or

During the monopoly era (1930s to 1980s),

more communications market segments:

common carrier regulations were aimed primarily at retail communications services. The

1. Retail services provided to end users (e.g.,

goal was to promote telephone subscribership

residential or business telephone services).

(or “universal service”) while ensuring that
2. Wholesale services provided to other car-

retail telephone rates were reasonable and

riers. This category includes (1) unbun-

non-discriminatory. Government price regu-

dled access to network elements (in which

lation through tariﬀ filings (in the US) or gov-

an incumbent carrier is required to lease

ernment ownership of the telephone system

its infrastructure to competitors on an à la
2
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(in the EU) were the chosen means of accom-

in local telephone and broadband markets.

plishing this goal.

Their approach remained similar until 2002, a
watershed year in which US and EU broad-

After competition in communications mar-

band policies diverged.

kets proved sustainable and capable of producing reasonable rates without price regula-

US Experience

tion or government ownership,9 policymakers

The US pioneered the wholesale access ap-

shifted their focus toward promoting compe-

proach to telephone regulation in the

tition by removing regulatory and economic

Telecommunications Act of 1996,12 which

barriers to new entry in communications

created a “novel ratesetting [methodology]

markets with dominant incumbents (which

designed to give aspiring competitors every

included the privatization of government

possible incentive to enter local retail tele-

owned networks in the EU).10

phone markets, short of confiscating the incumbents' property.”13 At the time, policy-

This new, competitive approach to common
makers believed that mandating unbundled
carrier regulation removes most regulatory
network access at “forward looking” rates
barriers outright and attempts to reduce ecowould accelerate the construction of new fanomic barriers to entry by imposing wholecilities by competitors.14
sale access and interconnection regulations on
By 2002, however, the US experience had dis-

incumbent operators.11

proved this hypothesis.15 “At the local level,
In the 1990s, both the US and the EU emrelatively little new facilities investment by
braced competition as the primary way to
CLECs took place.”16 Government induceprotect consumers while promoting investments to market entry had instead encourment and innovation in communications
aged excessive market speculation and outnetworks. And, at least initially, both emright accounting fraud.17
braced interconnection and wholesale access
regulations as a way to promote competition

3
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Former Chairman Michael Powell recounted

generation network architecture”23 and pro-

the “devastating results” of this speculation in

mote facilities-based competition in broad-

his testimony before Congress after World-

band services.24

Com, once the second largest telecommunica-

EU Experience

tions company in the world,18 declared bank-

When the EU revamped its communications

ruptcy:

policies in 2002,25 it took the opposite approach: It decided to apply Title II-style regu-

Talk of the internet doubling every 100
days, infinite bandwidth, and ‘Internet
time’ dominated the pages of magazines. Investors, too, bought into and
fed the hype—literally—as they flooded the market with cheap capital that
was consumed by thousands of companies.19

lations to broadband and telephone services
alike, including wholesale access regulations.26
The EU adopted a Title II-style approach, despite its failure in the US, because European

When this unsustainable bubble popped, ap-

policymakers and incumbent telephone com-

proximately $2 trillion of market value was

panies were often one and the same.

erased, the communications sector was sadIn the US, the largest telephone monopoly

dled with nearly $1 trillion in debt, and

(i.e., the “Bell System”) was privately-owned.

500,000 people in the US lost their jobs.20

When the US sought to introduce competiThe US response to this catastrophe was swift

tion in the telephone market, the government

and decisive. In a series of competition and

simply filed an antitrust lawsuit against the

classification decisions beginning in 2002, the

private company in court.27 Because the US

FCC exempted all broadband services from
Title II

government did not have an ownership inter-

regulation.21

est in the company, it had little incentive to

The US had learned a valuable lesson from the

protect the Bell System from facilities-based

failure of its wholesale access regulations: A

competition.

“minimal regulatory environment”22 is the

In Europe, however, most telephone monopo-

best way to “encourage investment in next-

lies had traditionally been owned by their na4
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tional governments and were often integrated

This belief focused European broadband regu-

into governmental administrative systems.28

lation on incumbent telephone networks

Though some European states had fully priva-

rather than the deployment of next generation

tized their telephone monopolies by the

network facilities.

2000s,29 several of the largest states had not.

For these reasons, the EU concluded that

For example, the German government owned

mandating wholesale access to telephone net-

a 60% voting interest in Deutsche Telekom

works would be “the most appropriate means

AG (the German telephone incumbent) as late

to deliver broadband services relatively cheap-

as 2001,30 and the French government is still

ly, rapidly and eﬃciently” in 200235 — the

the largest shareholder in Orange SA (the
French telephone

same year the US determined that deregula-

incumbent).31

tion would better accomplish the same result.

Government ownership posed formidable po-

Broadband Regulation

litical and legal barriers to introducing facili-

As a result of their divergent experiences and

ties-based competition in Europe: National

views with respect to next generation net-

governments viewed the public telephone

works, the US and EU approaches to inter-

monopoly as an important revenue source,

connection and wholesale access regulations

and antitrust authorities lacked the ability to

have diﬀered significantly over the last

sue their own administrations to force gov-

decade.36

ernment divestiture.32 In many EU states, this
Retail Price Regulation

created “a situation which allowed for hardly

During the period covered by the data in this

anything else than service based competition

report, both the US and EU generally regulat-

in this field.”33

ed retail rates for local telephone service.37
EU policymakers also believed that DSL proInterconnection Regulation

vided through existing copper telephone lines

With the notable exceptions of rural areas,

would “play a key-role in the years to come in

national interconnection was generally un-

the development of broadband services.”34
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regulated during the monopoly era. In the ab-

means that a termination rate is set by the

sence of competition, there were no other car-

called network and paid by the calling net-

riers with whom the monopolist could inter-

work.44 In 2009, the EU imposed cost-based

connect and exchange traﬃc.38

price regulations on mobile termination
charges for the first time.45 This move created

During the competitive era, the US imposed

regulatory uncertainty with respect to mobile

stringent regulation on intercarrier compen-

capital investment, yet has failed to provide

sation rates and collocation with respect to

the expected benefits.46

incumbent local telephone operators only.39
The US requires that long distance and mobile

Wholesale Regulation

carriers pay incumbent telephone operators

The US has always recognized that wholesale

for originating and terminating long distance

network unbundling “is not an unqualified

calls (payments known as “access charges”)

good,” for it “comes at a cost, including disin-

and regulates these payments through tariﬀ

centives to research and development by both

filings.40 The FCC does not require long dis-

[incumbents] and [competitors] and the tan-

tance or mobile carriers to pay access charges

gled management inherent in shared use of a

to mobile carriers.41 Payments between tele-

common resource.”47 Under US law, un-

phone carriers for the exchange of local calls

bundling is available only when “necessary”

(known as reciprocal compensation) are gen-

and a lack of wholesale access would “impair”

erally negotiated by carriers in the US.42 Final-

a competitor’s ability to provide service.48 The

ly, broadband providers exchange data traﬃc

role of this “necessary and impair” standard is

through private agreement — they are exempt

to balance the “advantages of unbundling (in

from intercarrier compensation regulation.43

terms of fostering competition by diﬀerent
firms, even if they use the very same facilities)

Intercarrier compensation is regulated more

and its costs (in terms both of ‘spreading the

extensively in the EU than in the US. In Eu-

disincentive to invest in innovation and creat-

rope, intercarrier compensation is based on a
“calling party network pays” principle, which
6
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ing complex issues of managing shared facili-

service-based competition — the “synthetic

ties’).”49

competition”52 enabled by unbundling — for
old telephone infrastructure and new broad-

Under the necessary and impair standard, the

band networks alike.53 Unlike the US, the EU

US has exempted most communications ser-

decided that, when an incumbent operator

vices from wholesale access obligations, in-

deploys fiber, national regulatory authorities

cluding (1) residential telephone services

“should in principle mandate unbundled ac-

(from unbundling local switches only),50 (2)

cess to the fibre loop” at regulated, cost-based

mobile services (from unbundling and resale),

rates.54 Only mobile networks have generally

and (3) broadband services (from unbundling

been exempted from wholesale network ac-

and resale).51

cess obligations in the EU, though mobile
Until recently, however, policymakers in the

roaming is subject to price regulation in Eu-

EU generally did not recognize the costs of

rope.55

wholesale access regulations. They embraced

Status of US and EU Common Carrier Regulation
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A summary of the primary diﬀerences be-

For example, the EU has a higher gross do-

tween the US and EU approaches to Title II-

mestic product (GDP) than the US.57

style regulation during the relevant time peri-

Gross Domestic Product
$20

od is provided in the table above.

$18
$16
(in trillions)

Comparative Data
Both the US and EU governments have published extensive data regarding their commu-

$17

$16

$10

nications markets. In most cases, the datum
$0

measures are the same or similar, which facili-

2011

tates comparison.

2012

US

EU

All else being equal, the EU’s greater produc-

This paper analyzes data regarding capital in-

tivity suggests that it should have similar or

vestment and competition during the years

greater capital investment and next generation

2011 to 2012 — the most recent two-year pe-

broadband subscriptions than the US.

riod with complete government datasets. The
data are comprised primarily of oﬃcial US

The US has a higher per capita income than

and EU governments statistics.56

the EU, however, which would suggest the
opposite, all else being equal.58

The data clearly demonstrate that capital in-

Per Capita Income

vestment in broadband infrastructure, compe-

$60

tition, and broadband coverage in the EU are

$52

$50
(in thousands)

all lower than in the US.

Demographic Data
These disparities in investment, competition,

$36

$30

$34

and coverage cannot be adequately explained
$0

by demographic diﬀerences between the US

US

and Europe.
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2011

2012
EU

On the other hand, the EU’s population densi-

networks, which often provide continuous,

ty (293 per square mile) is much higher than

coast-to-coast service along highways even in

that in the US (89 per square mile).

largely uninhabited areas.

Population Density Per Square Mile

The US has a much larger geographic area

300
293

than the EU, which suggests that broadband
deployment is more costly in the US than in
the EU, all else being equal.60

150

Geographic Area in Square Miles
89

4
3.5

0
US

(in millions)

2012
EU

The higher population density in the EU sug-

2
1.7

gests that it would require less capital investment to achieve the same broadband coverage

0

2012

that is available in the US and that operating
US

costs in the EU would be lower, all else being

EU

It is more diﬃcult to compare the relative de-

equal.

gree of urbanization in the US and the EU be-

Though some have noted that the degree of

cause they measure it diﬀerently. In the US,

urbanization within a given geographic area

“rural” areas are defined as areas with popula-

may be more relevant to deployment costs

tion densities of less than 500 people per

than population density,59 the overall size of

square mile or fewer than 2,500 people.61 The

the geographic area is also relevant. It general-

EU defines a “thinly populated area” (i.e., a

ly costs more to interconnect far-flung urban

rural area) as an area where more than 50% of

areas than it does to connect similarly dense

the population live outside “urban clusters,”

urban areas that are separated by shorter dis-

which are areas comprised of contiguous

tances. This may be especially true for mobile

square kilometer grid cells with a population
9
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density of at least 300 inhabitants per km2

counterparts in the EU. Operators in the US

(777 per square mile) and a minimum popu-

are investing nearly $70 billion in their net-

lation of 5,000.62

works annually while European operators are
investing only about $15 billion.65

These methodologies are too dissimilar to al-

Fixed Capital Investment

low for accurate comparisons between the US

$75
$69

$68

and the EU with respect to the degree of ur(in billions)

banization. Based solely on their respective
measurement methodologies, the Census Bureau reports that 19.3% of US inhabitants live

$50

$25
$16

$15

in “rural” areas, and the EU reports that the
$0

29% of Europeans live in “thinly populated
areas,” a diﬀerence of about 10%.63 Because

2011

2012

US

EU

these methodologies rely on diﬀerent area

This enormous disparity in fixed capital in-

sizes, however, the Census Bureau and EU

vestment cannot be explained by diﬀerences

results are not directly comparable.64

in industry revenue. Despite having a significantly lower level of investment, the fixed

When considered as a whole, these demo-

market segment in the EU actually produces

graphic diﬀerences do not appear suﬃcient to

more revenue than in the US — $15 to $20

account for the levels of disparity between

billion more each year.66

broadband capital investment, competition,

Fixed Revenue
$200

and coverage in the US and the EU.

(in billions)

Capital Investment
Fixed Investment
The data shows that fixed (e.g., wireline) op-

$172
$150

$152

$166
$150

erators in the US have invested four times
$100

more capital in their networks than their

2011
US
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2012
EU

As a result, the relative magnitudes of the in-

As with the fixed market segment, revenue

vestment disparities between US and EU op-

diﬀerences did not drive the disparity in mo-

erators are similar even when capital invest-

bile capital investment. The mobile industry

ment is measured as a percentage of industry

produced similar revenue totals in the US and

revenue.

the EU. In 2011, Mobile operators in the EU
Fixed Investment as a % of Revenue

earned more than their counterparts in the

50%
40%

US ($187 and $170 billion, respectively), but

46%

44%

EU operators earned slightly less than US op-

30%

erators in 2012.68
Mobile Revenue

20%
$200
10%

10%

9%
2011

2012

US

(in billions)

0%

$187

EU

Mobile Investment

$185

$180

$170
$150

The data also shows a large disparity in capital
investment between the US and EU mobile

$100

industries. US mobile operators have invested

2011
US

2012
EU

twice as much capital in their networks as

The magnitudes of the investment disparities

mobile operators in the EU.67

between US and EU mobile operators are thus

Mobile Capital Investment

virtually the same when measured as a per-

$32

(in billions)

$30
$21

centage of industry revenue. US mobile opera-

$25

tors are reinvesting 15% to 16% of their revenue in their network infrastructure while
$15

$14

$11

mobile operators in the EU are reinvesting
only 7% to 8%.69

$0

2011
US

2012
EU
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trast, EU incumbents retained a presumptive-

Mobile Investment as a % of Revenue
20%
15%

ly dominant 65% share of the local telephone
market with competitors holding only 35%.72

16%

15%

Fixed Competitor Market Share
10%

75%
8%

7%

5%

50%
0%

2011
US

59%

2012

35%
25%
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Competition and Coverage
0%

The higher levels of capital investment in the
US correlate with higher levels of competition

2012
U.S.

E.U.

(both facilities- and service-based) and

Broadband competition was also greater in

broadband coverage.

the US than in the EU. The vast majority of
US households have access to multiple facili-

Fixed Competition and Coverage

ties-based fixed broadband operators. Accord-

As noted above, the EU imposes unbundling

ing to the FCC, in 2012, 76% of US house-

obligations in the residential telephone mar-

holds were located in census tracts with access

kets whereas the US does not. Net neutrality

to three or more providers of fixed broadband

advocates have theorized that the EU’s ap-

access oﬀering download throughput of at

proach to wholesale access regulation results

least 3 Mbps.73 In contrast, a majority of

in greater service-based competition.70 But

households in the EU lack access to a fixed

reality has produced diﬀerent results.

facilities-based broadband alternative to the
In 2012, competitors held a larger share of the

incumbent network operator, because com-

local telephone market (59%) in the US than

petitive cable, fiber to the home, and fixed

incumbents (41%), and 92% of US “house-

wireless networks in the EU have provided

holds” had access to ten or more non-incumbent telephone service providers.71 In con12
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significantly less coverage than their counter-

Nearly half of DSL subscriptions (46%) in the

parts in the US.74

EU are provided by new entrants, but these
Fixed Broadband Coverage by Technology Type

100%
92%
88%

87%

75%

50%
48%
42%

25%
24%
18%
12%
0%

DSL
2012

Cable

Fiber

U.S.

Wireless
E.U.

DSL broadband provided over incumbent

competitors rely almost exclusively on whole-

copper-based telephone facilities is the domi-

sale access to incumbent facilities, rather than

nant form of fixed broadband in the EU.

their own infrastructure, to provide broadband services to their subscribers. In 2012,

EU Broadband Subscriptions
100%

competitors in the EU used their own networks to provide DSL access to fewer than 1

2012

74%

million subscribers.75
50%

26%
0%

DSL

Other
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EU Competitive DSL Subscriptions By Wholesale Access Type
40

holds in the EU were covered by broadband networks oﬀering speeds of at

33.1

(in millions)

30

least 30 Mbps.77
Mobile Competition and
Coverage

20

Facilities-based competition
among mobile operators in

10

0

4.7

0.6
Network

Unbundled

Shared

the US is more robust than

6.4
3.1
Bitstream

Resale

in the EU. The EU averages
fewer than four facilities-

The US also has significantly greater access to

based mobile operators per market (typically

fixed next generation broadband networks —

3-4). In the US, there are five or more facili-

i.e., networks that oﬀer download speeds ex-

ties-based mobile operators in most markets.

ceeding 30 Mbps (EU) to 50 Mbps (US). In
Mobile operators in the US have been much

the US, 82% of households were covered by

more aggressive in upgrading their networks

next generation broadband oﬀering down-

to the LTE (long term evolution) standard, a

loads speeds of 50 Mbps or more as of the end

fourth generation (4G) technology that en-

of 2012.76 In comparison, only 63% of house-

ables next generation mobile networks to pro-

Next Generation Broadand Coverage

vide voice, video, and high speed data ser-

90%

vices.

82%
70%

As late as 2012, nearly half of EU states

63%

(twelve) had no LTE coverage, and only 30%

50%

of EU mobile operators had begun deploying
LTE.78 During that time, half of the nation-

30%

2012
U.S.

wide mobile operators and three of the four

E.U.
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multi-regional mobile operators in the US

Regulatory Impact

(63% overall) had begun deploying LTE.79

It is diﬃcult to see how a rational policymaker

% LTE Operators

faced with this empirical evidence could con-

80%

clude that a Title II approach would improve
60%

the state of broadband in the US. Neverthe-

63%

less, it appears that the FCC is poised to just

40%

that82 in response to a speech by President

30%

20%

Obama.83

0%

It is particularly ironic that the US is poised to

Operators
2012

US

adopt the European approach to broadband

EU

LTE coverage in the US was also more than

regulation now that its failure has become

double that in the EU, with LTE covering at

clear.

least 79% of the US (population) compared to

Based on its own analysis of comparative data,

only 30% of the EU (households).80

the EU government recently concluded that

LTE Coverage

its Title II-style approach to broadband regu-

80%

79%

lation is to blame for falling behind the US in
60%

capital investment, competition, and broad40%

band coverage.84
30%

20%

The EU expressly recognized incontrovertible
data that Title II advocates in the US attempt

0%

Coverage

to ignore:85

2012

US

EU

The gap was smaller, however, for older third

• “Investments in high speed broadband are

generation (3G) network coverage, with the

taking place more quickly in parts of Asia

EU at 96% and the US at 99.5%.81

and in the United States;”86
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• “Most of the current NGA broadband con-

Though the EU failed to embrace a truly light-

nections in the Union are provided through

touch regulatory approach like that in the US,

cable networks where no further expansion

the EU recognized that investment in next

is expected (only upgrade of current net-

generation networks is inherently risky, be-

works);”87

cause it requires “large and sunk investment"
coupled with uncertainty regarding the poten-

• “Investment in Fibre to the Premises

tial to obtain an adequate return on those in-

(FTTP) networks has been so far very limit-

vestments.92 The EU also recognized that

ed;”88

wholesale price regulation shields access seek• “Europe must step up its investments in

ers from sharing the risk associated with in-

broadband in order to keep its global com-

vestment in next generation broadband net-

petitiveness;”89 and

works.93 The EU thus concluded that, “If
wholesale access price obligations were im-

• “The private sector should play the leading
role in rolling out and modernising broad-

posed on the access to fibre networks the

band networks, supported by a competitive

scope for reaching these win-win [private in-

and investment-friendly regulatory frame-

vestment] solutions would be severely re-

work.”90

duced.”94

The EU has already begun to relax its ap-

Wholesale access regulations deter investment

proach to wholesale access regulation in order

by imposing the highest risk on incumbents

to encourage investment in next generation

while shifting the highest returns to access

broadband networks. In 2013, the EU rec-

seekers. Between 2008 and 2012, European

ommended that national regulatory authori-

incumbents lost nearly $84 billion in aggre-

ties stop imposing regulated wholesale access

gate market capitalization while over-the-top

prices on next generation networks that are

providers, device manufacturers (OEMs), and

subject to non-discrimination obligations and

competitive cable companies gained more

have at least one retail price competitor.91

than $240 billion.95 In addition, from 2007 to
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2011, return on capital for the leading incum-

ginal.98 In Bulgaria, Romania, Latvia, Malta,

bents in four major EU markets – France,

Estonia and Lithuania, there is virtually no

Germany, Spain, and the UK – averaged only

competition in the DSL market, but there is

9% while the average return on capital for

strong facilities-based competition.99 Though

leading access seekers ranged from 13% to

DSL had 74% market share when measured

21% percent over the same period.96

on an EU-wide basis, DSL had less than 50%
market share in these states, with fiber to the

These numbers explain the lower level of capi-

home being the dominant form of access in

tal investment in the EU discussed above. Lit-

Romania, Lithuania, and Latvia.100

tle incentive to invest in new networks exists when cost-based

Fixed Broadband Subscriptions in Select EU States
100%

regulations sever the fundamental

19%

10%
49%

link between risk and reward for

75%

1%
1%
6%
92%

52%

20%

80%

investment capital in a competitive marketplace.97 Under the EU
50%

regulatory approach, the compa13%

nies with the largest return on
25%

capital are the same companies

6%
24%

28%

Lithuania

Romania

that are not investing in broadband infrastructure.

0%

DSL

Comparison of EU
States

Fiber

UK
Other

At the same time, in states with the most aggressive wholesale access regulations — e.g.,

A comparison of EU states supports this con-

France and the UK — new entrants have the

clusion. The EC’s Communications Commit-

majority of DSL subscriptions and there is vir-

tee has noted that facilities based competition

tually no facilities-based competition. In these

is strongest where new entrants’ presence in

member states, the vast majority of new en-

the wholesale access market for DSL is mar17
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Cable

France

trants' DSL subscriptions are provided

(roughly 95% of its territory), “optical fiber

through mandatory unbundling of local tele-

local loops are to be shared to a very high de-

phone infrastructure owned by the incumbent

gree.”103

carrier.

The results of this policy? As of January 2014,

A comparison of the regulatory environments

91% of fixed broadband subscriptions in

across EU states indicates that their approach-

France were for DSL, and only 8% were for

es to broadband policy have played a signifi-

next generation access.104
French Broadband Subscriptions

cant role in shaping their markets. A discussion of the diﬀerences between broadband

8% 1%

regulation and deployment in France and
Romania is illustrative.

France
In France, the government is still the largest
shareholder in Orange, the incumbent tele91%

phone company, and the French regulator
maintains a close relationship with it.101
Basic DSL

France is a proponent of service-based com-

Next Gen

Other

Romania

petition, which it refers to as “infrastructure

In stark contrast to France, the more deregu-

sharing.” It generally believes that “it can be

latory Romanian broadband market is “char-

more eﬃcient for the entire market to allow

acterised by platform based competition.”105

operators to share existing or future infrastructures,” and a 2008 law requires that oper-

Romania was not subject to the EU’s whole-

ators share their “last mile” network in-

sale access policies until it acceded to the EU

frastructure, including newly built fiber.102

in 2007.106 By that time, however, Romania

The French regulator has determined that, in

was already being served by “neighborhood

areas covering 81% of French households

networks” — small, privately owned broad18
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band networks that were launched in areas

ian broadband subscriptions are for next gen-

where the incumbent had not yet launched

eration access.111 Only 27% of fixed broad-

DSL services.107 These neighborhood net-

band subscriptions in Romania rely on

works developed in a regulatory gray area

DSL.112 Nearly half of Romanian broadband

similar to US cable networks in the 1950s and

subscriptions (48%) are fiber to the home,

‘60s. For example, neighborhood networks

14% are cable modem (including DOCSIS

lowered their deployment costs by installing

3.0), and 10% rely on other technologies (e.g.,

aerial fiber where duct-based network roll-

wireless).113
Romanian Broadband Subscriptions

outs are mandatory.108
After its accession to the EU, Romania has

6%

promoted facilities-based competition by

27%

adopting deregulatory, pro-investment broadband policies. In 2010, the Romanian regulator imposed wholesale access obligations on
the incumbent telephone company’s copper

67%

network, but did not comply with the European Commission’s request to impose wholeBasic DSL

sale access obligations on the incumbent’s

Next Gen

Other

fiber lines.109 Romania also determined that it

Conclusion

was not necessary to regulate the retail market

An objective analysis of the data comparing

for broadband Internet access due to the high

broadband in the US with Europe shows that

level of infrastructure-based competition.110

the US made the right choice in 2002: Broadband deployment, competition, and coverage

As with the US, the deregulatory approach

do better in a deregulatory environment than

adopted in Romania has produced more next

under the Title II-style regulation the EU

generation access than the French public utili-

adopted in 2002.

ty model. As of January 2014, 67% of Roman19
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Ironically, the US is poised to reenact 2002 in
reverse by imposing Title II on US broadband
providers shortly after the EU has realized
that its Title II-style regulatory approach is the
reason it has fallen behind the US.
The FCC should continue the successful US
approach to broadband regulation first adopted in 2002, not reverse course. The EU experience has demonstrated that Title II regulation
is an anathema to investment in next generation broadband networks — and that the US
had it right all along.
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